INTRODUCTION
Constant process of designing new materials, necessitates the development of new constitutive theories. Rigorous industrial requirements, on the other side, causes that the definition of the mathematical models, must include the phenomena observed even in nano-scale observations ( 10 7 10 10 − − ÷ m). Such approach introduces anisotropy in material models. Solution of the obtained problems (systems of differential equations) induce the application of numerical methods. The numerical approaches, in particular describing industrial applications, very often lead to analyses with over million degrees of freedom. To solve the problem in an acceptable time (e.g. one or two weeks), it is than necessary to apply supercomputers with hundreds of processors and disk space reaching hundreds terabytes.
In the paper the discussion of the anisotropy modeling in metals together with computational examples is presented.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
We define the material model in terms of continuum mechanics, in the framework of the thermodynamical theory of viscoplasticity [1, 2] together with a phenomenological approach. Formally, the constitutive structure belongs to the class of simple materials with fading memory, and due to its final form and the way of incorporating the fundamental variables, belongs to the materials of rate type with internal state variables.
The anisotropy is induced by existing material structure or is enforced by thermodynamic process which exhibits anisotropic defects like microcracks, microvoids in its structure. We call these defects microdamages. The anisotropy of microdamages and its anisotropic evolution enable tracing the evolution of directional softening during the deformation process. This makes possible to predict the failure (loss of continuity) zones and the directions before their appearance.
The model is applied to analyses of highly dynamical problems of metal deformation (strain rates reach locally 7 10 1/s) under adiabatic conditions. The finite element method (explicit integration scheme) is used to solve the obtained system of differential equations. Due to mathematical well posedness the solution is unique.
COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLES
As practical examples and the comparison of experimental results with numerical simulations, the dynamical tension of sheet steel and the twisting of thin wall tube are presented (global strain rates are about 3000 1/s) -see 
